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DEFENDANTS’ MOTION FOR
NEW TRIAL

vs.
BANNER HEALTH INC., et al.,

17

No. CV2012-007665

Defendants move for a new trial in this action pursuant to Rule 59(a)(8) because
the Court’s rulings on the Preemption Claim (the “Merits Ruling”) and on Plaintiffs’
Application for Attorneys’ Fees (the “Fees Ruling”) are contrary to law.
I.

The Merits Ruling is contrary to law.
To keep repetition of previous arguments to a minimum, Defendants will focus on

specific points in Merits Ruling.
A.

23

There is no conflict between Arizona law and federal law.

24

1.

Direct conflict—not implied conflict—is needed to overcome the
presumption against preemption.

25

A.R.S. § 36-2903.01(G)(4) permits hospitals to enforce health care provider liens

26

after accepting payment from AHCCCS. A hospital lien is collected from the tortfeasor,
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1

not the patient. E.g., Andrews v. Samaritan Health Sys., 36 P.3d 57, 61-62 (App. 2001).

2

That is an undisputable point of Arizona law.

3

The presumption that a state statute is valid can be rebutted only if there is an

4

actual, necessary, and material conflict between state and federal law. Shroyer v. New

5

Cingular Wireless Servs., Inc., 498 F.3d 976, 988 (9th Cir. 2007). A conflict exists when

6

there is “clear evidence” that state law is “directly interfer[ing]” with a federal purpose

7

that is evident from the statutory scheme at issue. See English v. Gen. Elec. Co., 496

8

U.S. 72, 90 (1990). In other words, Arizona law is preempted only if a close examination

9

of federal law reveals that Arizona law directly interferes with a federal purpose.

10

2.

11

Lizer wrongly concluded that Arizona’s lien statutes conflict
with federal law.

12

The Merits Ruling concluded that Arizona law was preempted by 42 U.S.C. §

13

1396a(a)(25)(c) (the “TPL Statute”) and 42 C.F.R. § 447.15. But instead of working

14

through the text of those provisions, the Court relied on case law, primarily Lizer v. Eagle

15

Air Med. Corp., 308 F. Supp. 2d 1006 (D. Ariz. 2004). We will demonstrate the flaws in

16

Lizer by quoting it and then discussing how it is erroneous:
Eagle Air is correct that 42 U.S.C. § 1396a(a)(25)(c) only states that
providers may not seek excesses from individuals-it does not address
seeking the balance from liable third parties. However, when read in
connection with the accompanying regulation and considered in light of
practical considerations it is clear that Congress did not intend the narrow
and formalistic interpretation posited by Eagle Air.1

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Lizer begins with a telling acknowledgment, i.e, that the TPL Statute does not even
address collection activity against third parties. Lizer thus found preemption on the basis
of statutory silence.

24
25
26
1

Id. at 1009 (emphasis added).
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1

Lizer filled this gap with the “accompanying [payment-in-full] regulation.” But

2

there is a mismatch here: 42 C.F.R. § 447.15 does not and cannot implement the TPL

3

Statute because it preceded the TPL Statute by over a decade—42 C.F.R. § 447.15 was

4

adopted in the 1960s, and Congress enacted the TPL Statute in 1982. In any event, Lizer

5

erred in describing the breadth of 42 C.F.R. § 447.15. Lizer put it this way:

6

First, the pertinent regulation clearly mandates that states must require
providers to accept Medicaid payments as payment in full. See 42 C.F.R. §
447.15. This language prevents providers from billing any entity for the
difference between their customary charge and the amount paid by
Medicaid. Providers are not merely prevented from balance billing patients
themselves.2

7
8
9
10

In truth, 42 C.F.R. § 447.15 states as follows:

11

A State plan must provide that the Medicaid agency must limit participation
in the Medicaid program to providers who accept, as payment in full, the
amounts paid by the agency plus any deductible, coinsurance or copayment
required by the plan to be paid by the individual.

12
13
14

In interpreting a regulation, the first question is whether its language has a “plain

15
16

and unambiguous meaning with regard to the particular dispute in the case.” Robinson v.

17

Shell Oil Co., 519 U.S. 337, 340 (1997). A regulation is ambiguous if it is susceptible to

18

more than one reasonable interpretation. Alaska Wilderness League v. E.P.A., 727 F.3d

19

934, 938 (9th Cir. 2013).
Lizer was wrong because there is more than one reasonable interpretation of 42

20
21

C.F.R. § 447.15. The Medicaid payment constitutes “payment in full”—but from

22

whom? The regulation answers that question as to the state agency (the Medicaid

23

payment) and the beneficiary (cost-sharing)—but says nothing about third parties. It is

24

not “plain” that the regulation bars providers from collecting from third parties after

25

accepting payment from Medicaid. See Salinas v. United States, 522 U.S. 52, 60 (1997).

26
2

Id.
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1

Faced with this sort of ambiguity, a court cannot ignore the views of the

2

responsible agency and substitute its own notions of federal “policy” (which—discussed

3

below—is what Lizer did). Rather, a court must look at the relevant agency’s “subsequent

4

interpretation of [the] regulation.” Coeur Alaska, Inc. v. Se. Alaska Conservation

5

Council, 557 U.S. 261, 278 (2009). And here, CMS clearly disagreed with Lizer: CMS

6

has explained that 42 C.F.R. § 447.15 prohibits further collection only from beneficiaries

7

and the state agency.3 The regulation only applies “after considering the third party’s

8

liability.”4 In particular, CMS has opined that the regulation does not restrict providers

9

“from receiving amounts from third party resources available to the recipient.”5 42

10

C.F.R. § 447.15 does not restrict collection from third party payors, which includes

11

tortfeasors. See 42 C.F.R. §§ 433.136 & 433.138(d).

12

In its 1997 policy statement, CMS explained that states could permit providers to

13

enforce health care provider liens after receiving payment from Medicaid in certain

14

circumstances. The agency thus rejected Lizer’s view that the Medicaid payment is

15

payment in full from all sources, including third parties. The agency also rejected the

16

view that lien enforcement is collection from the beneficiary, not from a third party.

17

The Merits Ruling declined to defer to CMS’ policy statement because 42 C.F.R. §

18

447.15 was unambiguous. But the regulation does not even mention third parties.

19

Moreover, the Court’s ruling amounts to an assertion that the responsible federal agency

20

failed to notice the unambiguous nature of its own regulation, even though the Court

21

never worked through the regulation’s text. CMS’ interpretation of 42 C.F.R. § 447.15 is

22

entitled to deference: the regulation does not prohibit providers from undertaking

23

collection activities against third parties after accepting payment from Medicaid.

24
25
26

3

See DSOF ¶¶ 11-15 & Ex. F (Aug. 19, 2013).
DSOF ¶ 11 & Ex. F.
5
Id.
4
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1
2

Instead of consulting the agency’s views, Lizer invented—and then labored to
effectuate—a “spirit” within the Medicaid statutes that, in fact, does not exist:

3

Furthermore, this case demonstrates the necessity of the payment in full
provision in order to carry out the full spirit of 42 U.S.C. § 1396a(a)(25)(c).
Permitting providers to charge the balance of their bill to entities which are
liable to the patient ultimately results in the patient recovering less from the
liable entity. Congress passed the balance billing prohibition in order to
protect eligible patients from having to pay additional sums for services
already compensated by Medicaid. The accompanying regulation was
passed in order to ensure that this purpose was carried out by preventing
providers from intercepting funds on the way to a patient.6

4
5
6
7
8
9

Lizer imagined that there is a federal policy goal of maximizing the personal-

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

injury recoveries of Medicaid beneficiaries. But the opposite is true: across 50 years of
Medicaid laws, Congress has never said that it cared about the tort recoveries of
Medicaid beneficiaries. To the absolute contrary, federal laws require the Medicaid
agency to subrogate to the beneficiary’s tort claims and require beneficiaries to assign
their rights to payment from any third party to the state agency. 42 U.S.C.
§§ 1396a(a)(25)(H), 1396a(a)(45) & 1396k. This necessarily reduces a tort recovery.
Last year, in the Bipartisan Balanced Budget Act of 2013, Congress again showed

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

its willingness to use tort recoveries to finance Medicaid programs. Previously, the U.S.
Supreme Court limited the state agency’s right of recovery to the portion of a tort
recovery that was for “health care items and services.” Wos v. E.M.A. ex rel. Johnson,
133 S. Ct. 1391, 1393 (2013); Ahlborn v. Ark. Dep’t of Health Servs., 547 U.S. 268
(2006). Section 202(b) of the 2013 Act overturned those rulings, giving the Medicaid
agency a right to recover from “any payments [made] by [a] third party”—that is, the
entirety of the tort recovery. See Exhibit A. That increases the state agency’s rights
against the tort recoveries of Medicaid beneficiaries.

26
6

Lizer, 308 F. Supp 2d at 1010.
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1

There is no such thing as a federal interest in maximizing the tort recoveries of

2

Medicaid beneficiaries. A non-existent federal interest cannot serve as the basis for

3

preempting state law.

4

3.

5
6

Defendants did not concede that lien enforcement is collection
from the patient.

The Merits Ruling cited Defendants’ motion to dismiss the Closed Lien Plaintiffs,

7

which stated that those plaintiffs “negotiated settlements.” According to the Court,

8

Defendants acknowledged “backhandedly that they collected their customary fees from

9

[the Closed Lien Plaintiffs], not from third-party tortfeasors.” Merits Ruling at 5.

10

Respectfully, this is not so. Under Arizona law, the tortfeasor must obtain a

11

release of all provider liens before paying a judgment or settlement. A.R.S. § 33-934.

12

For practical reasons, the tortfeasor typically delegates that task to the patient—because

13

the patient’s desire to complete the settlement creates the pecuniary incentive to move the

14

settlement along. These negotiations are at the tortfeasor’s behest and on the tortfeasor’s

15

behalf. Of course, all settlement proceeds come from the tortfeasor (or his carrier), not

16

the patient.

17
18
19

Preemption turns on federal statutes and policies, not on who calls whom or who
acts as whose agent as a matter of state law or practicalities.
B.

20
21

The Court failed to defer to CMS’ approval of Arizona’s Medicaid
Plan, which permits providers to collect from third parties after
receiving payment from AHCCCS.

Each state’s Medicaid program revolves around the state plan. The “primary

22

check” on the legality of the operation of state Medicaid plans is CMS, e.g., Managed

23

Pharmacy Care v. Sebelius, 716 F.3d 1235, 1249 (9th Cir. 2013), because it must

24

approve or reject a state plan “based on relevant federal statutes and regulations,” 42

25

C.F.R. § 430.15(a). For that reason, CMS’s approval of a state plan has the force of

26

federal law. DeSario v. Thomas, 139 F.3d 80, 96-97 (2d Cir. 1998).
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1

1.

2
3

Courts must defer to CMS’ approval of a Medicaid plan
provision and the agency’s implicit interpretation of federal law
rendered in making that approval.

CMS cannot approve a state plan that violates federal law. Thus, its approval

4

necessarily means that the state plan is consistent with federal law. Managed Pharmacy

5

Care, 716 F.3d at 1249. Under well-settled principles of administrative law, that

6

approval, and the implicit interpretations of federal law made by CMS in granting that

7

approval, are entitled to deference. E.g., Douglas v. Indep. Living Center of S. Cal., 132

8

S. Ct. 1204, 1210 (2012); Managed Pharmacy Care, 716 F.3d at 1248. Last month, the

9

Second Circuit became the sixth federal appellate court to so hold. Cmty. Health Care

10

Ass'n of N.Y. v. Shah, --- F.3d ----, 2014 WL 4977280, at *13 (2d Cir. Oct. 7, 2014).

11

A litigant cannot extinguish that deference, or end-run the agency’s role, by

12

asserting a preemption claim. Douglas, 132 S. Ct. at 1211. Permitting litigants to assert

13

preemption actions outside the construct of deference would “defeat the uniformity that

14

Congress intended by centralizing administration of [Medicaid] in the agency.” Id.

15

2.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

The Court must defer to CMS’ approval of Attachment 4.19-A,
which permits hospitals to collect from third parties after
accepting payment from AHCCCS.

Arizona’s State Plan supplies the clarification that the federal regulation requires.
While 42 C.F.R. § 447.15 does not mention third-party payments, Attachment 4.19-A of
Arizona’s plan states that AHCCCS reimbursement is “payment in full for covered
services excluding any quick-pay discounts, slow pay penalties, and third party
payments regardless of billed charges or individual hospital costs.” That can only mean
one thing: AHCCCS’ payment is payment-in-full on the account, except for payments
from third parties. In other words, Attachment 4.19-A expressly permits the hospital to
collect additional monies from third parties.
By approving that provision, CMS necessarily concluded that Attachment 4.19-A
complied with federal law, meaning that the TPL Statute and 42 C.F.R. § 447.15 do not
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1

prohibit providers from seeking third-party payments after accepting payment from

2

Medicaid. For the reasons set forth in the prior briefing, CMS’ implicit interpretations of

3

federal law in approving Attachment 4.19-A are entitled to Chevron and Auer deference.

4

3.

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Attachment 4.19-A squarely permits hospitals to enforce health
care provider liens.

To explain away Attachment 4.19-A, the Merits Ruling construed the term “third
party payments” as merely encompassing payments from “Medicare and all private
insurance carriers, including HMOs.” Merits Ruling at 7. This is error. The state plan
does not define “third party payments” as third party insurers. Nor does CMS. Rather,
“third party” is defined as “any individual, entity or program that is or may be liable to
pay all or part of the expenditures for medical assistance furnished under a State plan.”
42 C.F.R. § 433.136.
The Merits Ruling relied upon the October 2003 AHCCCS Fee-For-Service
Provider Manual (the “Provider Manual”): “Providers must determine the extent of the
third party coverage and bill Medicare and all private insurance carriers, including
HMOs, prior to billing AHCCCS.” Merits Ruling at 7. But the Provider Manual did not
purport to define third party for all purposes as “Medicare and all private insurance
carriers”—and nor could it do so without violating 42 C.F.R. § 433.136.
More important, AHCCCS revised its Provider Manual in March 2014 and has
now removed all doubt as to the definition of “third party.” See Exhibit B. The sentence
cited by the Court now reads: “Providers must determine the extent of the first- and
third-party coverage and bill Medicare and all other coverage plans, including HMOs,
prior to billing AHCCCS.” Id. at 9-1. A “third party” is “a person, entity or program that
is, or may be, liable to pay all or part of the medical cost of injury, disease, or disability

25
26
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1

of an applicant or member.”7 Id. And “third-party liability” tracks federal law almost

2

exactly: the term means “any individual, entity or program that is or may be liable to pay

3

all or part of the expenditures for medical assistance furnished to a member under a State

4

plan.” Id. at 9-2. The Provider Manual then lists examples of third parties—and one

5

such example is “a tortfeasor.” Id. at 9-2.

6

Similarly, AHCCCS’ Program Integrity Guide gives examples of “third party

7

liability,” one of which is an “automobile . . . accident[] for which another person or

8

entity is liable for causing some or all of the accident.” See Exhibit C. Chapter 434 of the

9

AHCCCS Contractor Operations Manual defines “third party liability” as “[a] person or

10

entity that is or may be, by agreement, circumstance or otherwise, liable to pay all or part

11

of the medical expenses incurred by an AHCCCS applicant or member.” See Exhibit D.

12

No authority supports the Merits Ruling’s conclusion that “third party payments,”

13

as used in Attachment 4.19-A, only means payments made by insurers. Attachment 4.19-

14

A deems the AHCCCS payment as payment in full, except for payments made by any

15

third party. Attachment 4.19-A thus squarely permits hospitals to enforce health care

16

provider liens after accepting payment from AHCCCS. The Court must defer to CMS’

17

approval of Attachment 4.19-A and the agency’s implicit interpretations of federal law.

18

4.

19

In construing Attachment 4.19-A, the Court noted that Medicaid is the payer of

20
21
22
23

last resort. That principle is derived from federal law requiring “the agency” to reject a
provider’s claim if “the agency” has established the “probable existence of third party
liability.” 42 C.F.R. § 433.139(b)(1); accord 42 U.S.C. § 1396a(a)(25).
Respectfully, the Court has misapprehended this principle. The payer-of-last-

24
25
26

The payer-of-last-resort principle regulates the AHCCCS
Administration, not providers.

resort rule regulates state Medicaid agencies, not providers. The state agency must gather
7

“First-party liability” means “the obligation of any insurance plan or other coverage
obtained directly or indirectly by a member.” Ex. B at 9-1.
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1

information about potentially-responsible third parties and determine the probable

2

existence of third-party liability. 42 C.F.R. § 433.139. The state agency must coordinate

3

with all potential payers to ensure that Medicaid funds are paid last, to conserve Medicaid

4

funds. Id. § 433.139. To that same end, a provider must seek payment from all potential

5

third party payers before seeking payment from AHCCCS. See Ex. B at 9-1 & 9-2.

6

If the third-party is an insurer, things are simple: the insurer pays the hospital in

7

lieu of AHCCCS, conserving Medicaid funds. See Ex. B at 9-3. But because tort claims

8

are uncertain and take time to litigate, things are more complicated with respect to

9

tortfeasors. Hospitals only have 6 months from the date of discharge to submit timely

10

claims to AHCCCS, A.A.C. § R9-22-703(B)(2), and AHCCCS must pay claims within

11

60 days after their receipt or incur a late penalty, id. § R9-22-703(C)(2). These deadlines

12

often pass before a tortfeasor’s liability is established. Yet AHCCCS must still refrain

13

from paying a claim until the tortfeasor’s potential liability is exhausted. And the

14

provider must seek payment from the tortfeasor—which takes the form of a health care

15

provider lien—before billing AHCCCS.

16

Federal law prescribes how to work through this. AHCCCS may pay a provider

17

before the tortfeasor’s liability is established, but must recover that payment from the

18

tortfeasor—by asserting a lien on the judgment or settlement proceeds. 42 C.F.R. §

19

433.139(d). This is known as “pay and chase.” “Pay and chase” functions as an “undo”

20

button—the provider receives payment from the tortfeasor through its health care

21

provider lien, and AHCCCS is reimbursed for its payment to the provider. The parties

22

return to the same position as if the tortfeasor’s liability had been clearly established

23

before the provider’s deadline to submit a claim to AHCCCS.

24

The payer-of-last-resort principle does not force providers to waive their claims

25

against third parties by accepting payment from AHCCCS. Rather, this principle ensures

26

that AHCCCS conserves public funds by coordinating among all potential payers.
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1
2

II.

The Fees Ruling is contrary to law.
A.

3

1.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

The Court Erred by Applying Arizona Law to Award Fees Incurred in
Vindicating a Claim Based on Federal law.
The Court must apply federal law in deciding whether Plaintiffs
are eligible for attorneys’ fees.

Because the doctrine of preemption is rooted in the Supremacy Clause. Plaintiffs
have vindicated a federal interest. Under the “reverse Erie” doctrine, state courts must
apply federal law when they are adjudicating a federal question. Dice v. Akron, C. & Y.
R. Co., 342 U.S. 359, 361-62 (1952); Kevin M. Clermont, Reverse Erie, 82 Notre Dame
L. Rev. 1 (2006). This rule is also derived from Supremacy Clause. Cnty. Executive of
Prince George's Cnty. v. Doe, 479 A.2d 352, 357 (Md. 1984); Sweeney v. Tucker, 375
A.2d 698, 711 (Pa. 1977); Reverse Erie at 32 (“[R]everse-Erie is telling the state court
when to apply existing federal law so as to displace state law under the command of the
Supremacy Clause.”).
In resolving a federal question, a state court may not mix-and-match between
federal and state law. Rather, “the entire federal substantive law is applicable.” Cnty.
Executive, 479 A.2d at 357; see Reverse Erie at 32 (a state court must “follow what the
U.S. Supreme Court has decided or would rule”). The state court must apply federal law
in full, Garrett v. Moore-McCormack Co., 317 U.S. 239, 243 (1942), and “may not refuse
to apply federal law in one particular respect.” Cnty. Executive, 479 A.2d at 357.
Because a party’s entitlement to attorneys’ fees is a question of substantive law,
state courts that decide a federal question must apply the federal law governing attorneys’
fees. This is most often seen in claims under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. See Verdugo v. Pima
Cnty., 135 Ariz. 401, 402, 661 P.2d 665, 666 (App. 1983) (applying 42 U.S.C. § 1988 in
adjudicating claim for attorneys’ fees under § 1983); accord Maine v. Thiboutot, 448
U.S. 1, 10-11 (1980) (state court must apply § 1988 to decide whether a successful §
1983 litigant is entitled to attorneys’ fees); Brown v. Ely, 14 P.3d 257, 264 (Alaska 2000)
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1

(state rule of civil procedure may not supplement § 1988); 2 Section 1983 Litigation in

2

State Courts § 22:14 (state courts may not apply state-law “fee-shifting policies” to §

3

1983 claims because “§ 1988 is the governing standard”).

4

For example, in Challenge, Inc. v. State ex rel. Corbin the Court of Appeals

5

reviewed an award of fees against a § 1983 plaintiff made under 42 U.S.C. § 1988 and

6

A.R.S. § 12-341.01. 138 Ariz. 200, 206, 673 P.2d 944, 950 (App. 1983). The Court

7

reversed the award after applying the federal standard for awarding fees under § 1988 and

8

did not attempt to uphold the fee award on state law grounds. Id. Because this case turns

9

upon federal law, the Supremacy Clause compels the Court to apply federal law in

10

evaluating Plaintiffs’ entitlement to attorneys’ fees.

11

2.

12
13

Plaintiffs are not entitled to an award of fees because the private
attorney general doctrine is inapplicable in federal litigation.

Under federal law, the U.S. Supreme Court has rejected the private attorney

14

general doctrine. Alyeska Pipeline Serv. Co. v. Wilderness Soc'y, 421 U.S. 240 (1975).

15

Congress has made “specific and explicit provisions” permitting attorneys’ fees awards in

16

particular circumstances, reserving the “the power and judgment” to permit fee awards in

17

some circumstances, but not others. Id. at 260, 263. The private attorney general

18

doctrine would override Congress’ decisions, permitting the court to “fashion drastic new

19

rules with respect to the allowance of attorneys' fees to the prevailing party in federal

20

litigation.” Id. at 269.

21

Congress did not authorize courts to award attorneys’ fees in litigation arising out

22

of the Supreme Clause or the Social Security Act. Plaintiffs cannot evade that result by

23

using Arizona’s private attorney general doctrine. A state court may not apply state law

24

to an action posing a federal question, even if state law would merely supplement federal

25

law. See Franklin Cnty. Sch. Bd. v. Page, 540 So. 2d 891(Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1989)

26

(holding that Florida law governing contingency multipliers was inapplicable to an award
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1

of attorneys’ fees to a § 1983 plaintiff). The Court erred by applying Arizona law to

2

Plaintiffs’ claim for attorneys’ fees—federal law governs whether Plaintiffs are entitled

3

to attorneys’ fees. Under federal law, Plaintiffs are not entitled to an award of fees.

4

B.

5

The Fees Ruling concluded that “the right of indigent Arizonans to the protections

6
7
8

accorded by federal Medicaid law” could “only be enforced privately because vindication
required a direct challenge to a duly enacted statute.” Fees Ruling at 2.
Respectfully, that is incorrect. The AHCCCS Administration operates a grievance

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

system to address legal disputes that arise in connection with the AHCCCS program. See
generally A.R.S. § 36-2903.01(B)(4) and A.A.C. R9-34-101, et seq. Plaintiffs, of course,
filed no grievance.8 According to Plaintiffs, a grievance would have been futile because
the state could not have compelled the hospitals to cease lien enforcement. Pl.’s Reply in
Supp. Of Pl.’s App. For Atty’s Fees (“Reply”) at 4-5 (Jul. 1, 2014). Yet on the merits,
Plaintiffs repeatedly argued that AHCCCS views lien enforcement as a fraudulent
activity. Pl.’s Reply in Supp. of Pl.’s Mot. For Summ. J. at 4-6 (Sept. 6, 2013).
Those positions are irreconcilable. If AHCCCS considered health care provider

17
18
19
20

lien enforcement to be fraudulent, Plaintiffs certainly could have filed a grievance to that
effect with AHCCCS. If the position taken by Plaintiffs in their fee application is correct,
Plaintiffs misled the Court during the merits briefing.
Plaintiffs cannot have it both ways. They have not demonstrated that private

21
22

The Court clearly erred by finding that private enforcement was
necessary.

enforcement was necessary to obtain the result here. Rather, Plaintiffs chose to file this

23
24
8

25
26

Plaintiffs point to a letter their lawyers sent to the AHCCCS Administration in June
2011. Reply at Ex. 2. An grievance is an administrative proceeding, not a letter
addressed to the AHCCCS Administration. The AHCCCS Administration’s website
describes how to file a grievance. See http://www.azahcccs.gov/grievancesappeals/.
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1

action, rather than pursue a grievance with AHCCCS. That choice has consequences:

2

Plaintiffs are not entitled to an award of fees under the private attorney general doctrine.

3

C.

4

The Fees Ruling errantly compared this case to Arnold v. Ariz. Dep't of Health

5

Servs. Arnold involved the government’s duties to provide health care to the severely

6

mentally ill. By prevailing, plaintiffs’ counsel in Arnold secured mental health care for a

7

truly desperate population. Arnold was about the government’s moral duties to the most

8

vulnerable members of our society, not about economics or money.

The Fees Ruling vastly expands the private attorney general doctrine.

This case is not even remotely comparable to Arnold. Plaintiffs misled the Court

9
10

when they stated that this case concerned whether AHCCCS members would receive

11

health care. Reply at 4:17-20. Plaintiffs, in fact, received the medical care they needed,

12

and the hospitals will continue treating AHCCCS members, regardless of this litigation.
The question here was whether hospitals may use health care provider liens to pay

13
14

for care given to AHCCCS members who were injured in car accidents. Put differently,

15

this action is about how to divide tort recoveries. That is a purely economic question, a

16

fact that does not—and cannot—change because Plaintiffs are needy or because a public

17

health insurance program is involved. At bottom, this case is about money, not lives.

18

In reality, the Court has greatly expanded the private attorney general doctrine.

19

The Court concluded that this case was about how the government “treats the sick [or]

20

needy.” Fees Ruling at 2. But the entire Social Security Act concerns how the

21

government “treats the sick [or] needy.” Under the Court’s rationale, any litigation

22

involving the Social Security Act is a private attorney general doctrine case. Essentially,

23

the Court has created a new fee-shifting principle out of whole cloth for cases involving

24

public programs. In doing so, the Court fell victim to "doctrine creep," which threatens

25

to further undermine the American Rule that litigants must bear their own fees.

26
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D.

2

The Closed Lien Plaintiffs lost on their claims. Yet the Court awarded the Open

3
4

Lien Plaintiffs fees expended in litigating the Closed Lien Plaintiffs’ case.
The Court apparently accepted Plaintiffs’ argument that the Closed Lien Plaintiffs’

5
6
7
8
9

claims were simply an unsuccessful legal theory. But this is clearly incorrect. The
Closed Lien Plaintiffs were different plaintiffs who sought different relief (a refund of
money paid to satisfy health care provider liens), and whose claims turned on a separate
affirmative defense (accord and satisfaction).
The rules governing fee awards all derive from one principle: a prevailing party

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

may recover only those attorneys’ fees that were necessary to achieving the result in the
litigation. Hensley v. Eckerhart, 461 U.S. 424, 434 (1983). The Court awarded the Open
Lien Plaintiffs attorneys’ fees for, inter alia, (1) litigating whether accord and satisfaction
barred the Closed Lien Plaintiffs’ claims, (2) communications between Plaintiffs’ counsel
and the Closed Lien Plaintiffs, and (3) counsel’s review of spreadsheets listing the
members of a potential class of Closed Lien Plaintiffs. See Objection 6, Def.’s Oppo. to
Pl.’s App. For Atty’s Fees (Jun. 16, 2014).
Counsel did not render those services in pursuing an unsuccessful legal theory for

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

The Court abused its discretion by awarding fees for work performed
on the Closed Lien Plaintiffs.

the Open Lien Plaintiffs—those services were rendered for different parties. They did
not contribute in any conceivable way to the judgment obtained by the Open Lien
Plaintiffs. The Court abused its discretion by awarding fees for claims litigated on behalf
of different parties who did not prevail on their claims.
III.

Conclusion
The Merits Ruling and the Fees Ruling are both contrary to law. The Court should

grant a new trial and either enter judgment in favor of Defendants on the merits or vacate
the award of attorneys’ fees in its entirety. At the very least, the Court should reverse its
award of fees for the work performed on behalf of the Closed Lien Plaintiffs.
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RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 26th day of November, 2014.

2

GAMMAGE & BURNHAM, P.L.C.

3
By /s/ Christopher L. Hering
Cameron C. Artigue
Christopher L. Hering
Two North Central Avenue, 15th Floor
Phoenix, Arizona 85004
Attorneys for Defendants
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FILED electronically with the Clerk of
the Court this 26th day of November,
2014 and COPIES mailed this 26th day
of November, 2014 to:
B. Lance Entrekin
THE ENTREKIN LAW FIRM
One East Camelback Road, #710
Phoenix, Arizona 85012
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
Geoffrey Trachtenberg
LEVENBAUM TRACHTENBERG, PLC
362 N. Third Avenue
Phoenix, Arizona 85003
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
L. Eric Dowell
Kerry S. Martin
OGLETREE, DEAKINS, NASH,
SMOAK & STEWART, P.C.
2415 East Camelback Road, Suite 800
Phoenix, Arizona 85016
Attorneys for Defendant KRMC
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/s/Brenda J. St. Clair
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